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From the President
As we wait for the regular driving season to arrive, the sound of wrenches dropping
to the garage floor can be heard. Lead haxrxrers hitting knock-offs and the modulated
000ning of the oil can. Yes, Spring is here and like summer, the open road lies
ahead. -_fore we actually climb in and drive away let me bring you up to date on
events.
That one weekend this sumrrer that is beginning to sound like an echo has appeared
again. In addition to ?iorro Bay, Calif. (I'organ's west), July l - 18 and the
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Vintage Car Race July 16, The Forest Grove Concours d'Elegance has invited us to
be there with them July 17, 1983. As usual this event promises to have all makes
and models cf cars all in beautiful condition. The entry is enclosed. There is
a special class for Historic Auto Race entries and the event is free to entrants
including two admission tickets for you and ?? Important You must apply right
-
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only a few of us have been admitted.
The Labor Jay Weekend, Sept. 3 and b are the dates for this years All British
Car Show and Swap Yeet. By far this will be the largest All British Show we've
seen and may be the great one to remember. See the enclosed flyer for full
details. It has been suggested that the ?organ Owner's Group serve English
style beer. A couple of good brands exist that are brewed here in the Northwest.
The whole idea sounds like a good one to me and will be open for discussion at
the next meeting.
One of the originators of our group, Gary Leikas, was wed to Lillie Griffin Leikas
!arch 19th. Gary was for rany years the one man organizer of the group and
President for several years until he sold his Plus 8.

His car is now proudly

restored and owned by Neal Langbehn.
The next meeting will be April 19th. Hope to

see you

all there.

Dwight Smith

The Rotary Club of Forest Grove
proudly presents

CO NCOURS XI
Forest Grove,.Oregon
SUNDAY, JULY 17, 1983
be appreciated.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Saturday, July 16, 1983
8:00 P.M. Rotary hosted Hospitality Hour, a convivial get
together of entrants, judges and sponsors

Sunday, July 17, 1983
6:00 A.M. Commence placing cars on the campus
9:00 A.M. Begin judging of competitive entries
3:00 P.M. Awards ceremony
5:00 P.M. Cars may leave the display area

1.
2.

Entries will be accepted in two basic divisions
Display: cars entered for the purpose of
display only
Concours Competition: Cars to be judged for
Concours Awards

(OVER PLEASE)
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A maximum of 12 cars per judged class is set. Entries will be accepted on a first come, first served basis. Display only cars
will be limited to a maximum of 12 cars in each class. The entrant committee reserves the right to review cars for condition
prior to admittance. Replicars may be entered forAisplay only, later model modified cars and cars not to concours standards
are discouraged.

Class A - Jaguar sports cars 1946 thru 1973.
Class B - Sports cars & tourers, hard & soft top to $6,000*
thru 1967.
Class C - Sports cars & tourers, hard & soft top $6,000 to
$12,000* thru 1967.
Class D - Sports cars & tourers, hard & soft top, over
$12,000*.
Class DD - Ferrari motor cars.
Class E - Imported sedans & convertibles, non sports, thru
1967.
Class F - MG sports cars thru 1955

Class P - Early Ford V-8, closed, 1932 thru 1948.
Class PP - Early Ford V-B, open cars 1932 thru 1948.
Class Q - Vintage Chevrolet thru 1948.
Class R - Special Interest cars, 1929 thru 1942.
Class RR - Special Interest cars, 1945 thru 1948.
Class S - Ford Motor Co. cars 1949 thru 1960.
Class T - General Motors cars 1949 thru 1960.
Class U - Other domestic cars, 1949 thru 1960.
Class V - Domestic collector cars, 1961 thru 1967.
Class W - Rolls-Royce, Bentley motor cars thc. 1 E.
Class X - Rolls-Royce. Bentley motor cars 1941 thru 1 )67.
Class XX - Senior Champions, cars that hay.., won their
class two or more years.
Class Y - Competition cars, reti re d . ***

Class G - One and two cylinder cars thru 1916.
Class GG - Antique autos, thru 1916.
Class H - Antique autos, 1917 thru 1928.
Class I - Vintage Fire Apparatus thru 1948.
Class J - Commercial Vehicles thru 1948.
Class K - Classic closed cars ** .
Class L - Classic open cars.
Class M - Model T Fords, brass, thru 1915.
Class MM - Model T Fords, non-brass, 1916 thru 1928.
Class N - Model A Fords, open.
Class 0 - Model A Fords, closed:

Class YY - Historic Auto Race entries.
Class Z - Cars for display only, no judging thru 1967****

Notes: Value based on original factory retail without options.
Verification may be required.
As designated by Classic Car Club of America.
Car must have competed in sanctioned races.
***'We reserve the right to limit entries
by Marque and condition.

Mail your entry to: Concours Entries
P.O. Box 125
Forest Grove, Oregon 97116

One blank per car please. If extra copies are needed, please photocopy.

ENTRY BLANK
Yes, I wish to enter a car in the Forest Grove Concours D'Elegance. (check one)
To be judged

For Display only

OWNER
TATE_______ ZIP

CITY

ADDRESS
EXHIBITOR (if other than owner)

CITY

ADDRESS

--

STATE
MOD

MARQUE OF AUTO
YEAR OF MANUFACTURE

SEATING CAPACITY

CLASSIFICATION (see classification list)
SPECIAL FEATURES
Yes

I will arrive Saturday and will require storage for

Phone No.

__________

ZIP

cars.
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TECH EDITOR
Within the family of Morgan cars, the electrical systems are quite similar,
but there are some differences. As an example, pre-1965 cars used a positive ground
and 1965-onward cars use a negative ground. Prior to doing any electrical work,
you should check the schematic for your particular model for any variations. For the
purpose of this article, I've choséb the Plus-'4u (1965-onward) wiring diagram on
page 168, " Morgan Four Owners Workshop Manual" as my example and the accompanying
drawing can be related to that schematic.

There are really only four basic electric systems in your Morgan: the ignition
and starting system, the charging system, the lighting system, and the gauge and
accessory system. As the other systems are not much good unless the car starts and
runs, the ignition and starting system will be covered first.
IGNITION AND STARTING SYSTEM
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As you can see on the above lousy drawing, a heavy positive wire runs directly
from the battery to the starter solenoid. This solenoid is simply a heavy-duty switch.
The only reason a solenoid is used is that a large amount of current is required to
operate the starter motor and without the solenoid, a heavy wire would have to run
all the way to the dash, through a very heavy-duty ignition switch and then back to
the starter motor. The solenoid is activated by a small positive wire from the battery
to the ignition starter switch (via the ammeter and control box) then back to the solenoid.
When the ignition switch is turned to the "start" position, current flows through the
small wire to the solenoid, which closes the points magnetically and sends the full
battery current into the starter. Because the starter is grounded to the engine block,
the circuit is completed and the starter motor runs.
When the ignition switch is turned to "on", a positive current is also supplied
from the battery to the coil (via the ammeter, control box, and ignition switch). At
the coil, the current developes a very high voltage and is fed to the distributor. The
high voltage is developed within the coil by current flowing through coiled wires which
generates a magnetic field. Each time the current is interrupted by the rotation of the
From May 1977 Format

distributor, the magnetic field collapses inducing the high-voltage. The high-voltage
current then flows through a short length of spark plug-type wire to the center of the
distributor. The distributor is no more than a rotary switch that directs the current
flow to the spark plugs in the correct order of firing. The spark plug Is grounded to
the engine block, by virtue of being screwed In, and the high voltage jumps the gap
at the end of the plug in the combustion chamber.
When ignition difficulty developes, turn the Ignition to "on" and start checkir.
the system starting at the spark plug and work back toward the battery. A simple
test light available at any auto parts store can be used to find the faulty component
or shorted wire. Be sure to ground the test light to complete each circuit.
CHARGING SYSTEM
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The charging system uses power produced by the running engine to generate
electricity to replace that power in the battery that is being used by the other three
systems. The only component that makes this simple system complicated is the control
box (voltage regulator). As its name implies, the voltage regulator controls the
amount of current supplied to the battery. If the battery is fully charged, the voltage
regulator only supplies a minimum current flow to maintain that full charge. But, if
the battery is partially run down, a full supply of current is supplied to replenish the
battery as quickly as possible.
If there are no shorts in your wiring, the only two things that can go wrong
with the charging system are the generator and voltage regulator. If either of these two
components go out, the engine will still operate until the battery is completely discharged. Pages 142 and 143 of the "Morgan Four Owners Workshop Manual", Autobook
796 covers the adjustment of the voltage regulator in easy to follow steps. Generator
repair shops can check your generator out in a couple of minutes at a very nominal
charge.
TO BE CONTINUED

THE 7TH
SALUTES:

SEPT. 3-4, 1983
Portland
nternaUona

BRITISH
COMPETITION
CARS

Raceway

JAGUAR OWNERS CLUB OF OREGON
P.O. BOX

66536

•

PORTLAND, OR 97266

•

PHONE DAY/EVE 295-6278

I*1iIF1t IXA 'ia E41 I
ALL BRITISH CAR SHOW AND SWAP MEET

V'L•iBIG1DAYS -:
FRI., SEPT. 2:

SHERATON INN at the PORTLAND AIRPORT
• Evening: Cocktail Party, slides from 1982

SAT., SEPT. 3:

PORTLAND INTERNATIONAL RACEWAY
• British Car Display and Show on the grass
• National points Jaguar Concours
• Special display, British Competition Cars
• Peoples Choice voting for favorite cars
• Awards Banquet, Sheraton Inn

SUN., SEPT. 4:

PORTLAND INTERNATIONAL RACEWAY
• All British Swap Meet and Cars for Sale
• All British Rallye; Giant Slalom; Car Games
• Over 50 Trophies and Awards for Sunday events
AUOW.Ok

MEET SATCH CARLSON:
Humorous, satirical, sometimes cynical, and all too often accurate; Editor for
"Auto Week" and author of the famous column "Life in the Fast Lane."
Satch will be at P.I.R. and will be our featured speaker at the
Awards Banquet Saturday evening.

ALL BRITISH MARQUES INVITED

L

Pre-Registration forms available after June 1 from your British Car Club and
import parts stores - or Call John Rollin (503) 295-6278 Day/Evening.
S-tch Carlson

Ufe in the
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NOSTALGIA from the late 1 50s courtesy of Jerry Wiliburn. JIM MOURNING was a charter
member of the Morqan +4 Club.
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By JIM MOURNING
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OR the spurts car enthusiast there is an ever expanding list of contests requiring skill and daring---rallies,
liiil cIim1,'. tune trials, road races and the like. To
this list can now be added the sport of Lunging.
The game was only "recently discovered by a Bugatti
lunatic named Ivan L. Craslibox of East Granby, Connecticut,
but it.already has a staunch and growing band of followers.
On a Saturday afternoon some weeks ago. Ivan was
tooling gaily down the street, endeavoring to liii his weekly
quota of pedestrians - and thinking little of competition,
lien. a common it uattoIl developed. Reaching an intersection, where the importance of the intersecting streets
necessitated boulevard stop signs on all four corners, he
noticed that his arrival coincided precisely with that of
a car on the cross street. Since their simultaneous arrival
generated a certain afflOUflt of confusion, over who had the
right-of.way, the result was an embarrassed, somewhat wary
impasse. Then the other car began to inch forward. Feeling irritated at the pettiness of city officials who put
signs where they'd impede his progress. Ivan took it out
on the other driver by popping his clutch and lunging
forward. The other car slammed to a stop. So did
lvans. This maneuvering went on for several moments.
Willi neither tar gaining the tipper hand.
Finally, when the other driver began groping around
the ihoor of the car for what lie assuined was a tire iron.
Ivan gave in and time oilier sped off with a nasty snort of
his exhaust.
Now, to a less imaginative mind, this would ha c been
an irritating incident and nothing more. But to the alert
brain of lynn Craslibox of East Granby, Connecticut, it
suggested untold possibilities. After a few miles of meditating on these possibilities, Ivan deliberately maneuvered
himself into the same position. He has been doing it ever
since.
Because of the rapidity with which this sport has spread
through his circle of friends, Ivan has written a handbook
called "The Fundamentals of Lunging and How They
Crew." The following are excerpts from that work.
OPPONENTS: After competing with all sorts of drivers
under varying conditions, I found that two types of individuals can be ruled out for all but the greenest novice. These
are women drivers and Bentley owners. Time women sc-c-rn
to lack time stamina and will usually give up after one
or two hinges. This cannot he considered a real challenge,
since it does not thoroughly test the mettle of the partici.
pants. Bentley owners do not seem to catch the spirit of
the sport, considering it somewhat beneath their dignity.
and their lack of enthusiasm spoils the test.
With a little practice, the accomplished Lunger can
gauge, almost to the instant, when his opponent is weakening. This can usually be detected by a flushed complexion,
a quivering lip and a sudden fondness for loud conversation
that often contains questions concerning the legality of
your birth, reflections on your parentage and suggestions on
where your eventual destination should be. If your opponent
should become violent, it is best to abandon the contest
as he is a bad sport and not the .type of person to be
associated with, even in a test of skill.
Scuiwc: The object, of course, is to see how high the
score can be run up before the opposition gives in. Six, to.

eight hinges ran be considered a good average, but a
particularly tough and obstinate opponent will often permit
y.ilm to nick imp a score of ten or better. Permitting the
opposition to gain time right-of-way will result in a penalty
of fie hinges. The National Lunging record is currently
held by a Pismo Beach, California, driver who pitted his
TC against a taxi driver who had just received a nickle
tip and ran up the astounding score of 18!
(hmaiircs of record breaking scores can he increased by
rarritml altemition to time time and place of the encounters.
The best tune of day is late afternoon, when streets and
highways are filled with fussing, impatient drivers with a
tcmidcncy to be sullen and bullheaded about traffic. If
mite day is overwhelmingly hot, so much the better. Best
place is a residential area, where the eager driver may
be only cimomuemits front homime and in no mood to tolerate
List miminute delays.
AND flmo;t:i.,vrioss: There are, naturally, certain
rrgcmiatiomis which mmmust be observed if the event is to
rtitmaiml umi a sporting plane. For instance, faking the
c ), mmc'iI ion out of position by signalling him to go ahead is
not im, lie tolerated. A gesture of this type is a signal of
defeat and any attenlhmt to win by using it can only be
considered sneaky and underhanded, putting you in the
same class as stoplight-creepers. There should be no facial
contortions designed to irritate the other driver, no vocal
expressions of a personal nature and no unseemly exhaust
noises. The true sportsman can win by skill and daring
alone.
And there you have' it. Some of the basic fundamentals
of motoring's newest sport. Develop your own refinements,
establish your own local rules and have an enjoyable
week of Lunging.
SPORTS CARS

Trivia Question; Lady Jane Colwyn a) H.F.S.'s grand-daughter,
b) raced Morgans in the twenties, c) first
U. S. Mor gan owner.

This space avaable for your cntributions to your newsletter
Art work, wants and sells, tech articles, helpful hints, etc.
Mac McClinton is idoking for ideas, help and or advice
or maybe where he might obtain pieces for putting wire
wheels on his Flat Pad. Give him a call in Salem at 581-1059.

